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Whistleblower: FDA and CDC Ignore Damning Report that over 90%
of a Hospital’s Admissions were Vaccinated for Covid-19 and No One
Was Reporting This to VAERS
Physician Assistant, Deborah Conrad, bravely reports these harms and is barred
from filing VAERS reports

Aaron Siri

A concerned Physician Assistant, Deborah Conrad, convinced her hospital to carefully track
the Covid-19 vaccination status of every patient admitted to her hospital.  The result is
shocking. 

As Ms. Conrad has detailed, her hospital serves a community in which less than 50% of the
individuals were vaccinated for Covid-19 but yet, during the same time period, approximately

90% of the individuals admitted to her hospital were documented to have received this
vaccine. 

These patients were admitted for a variety of reasons, including but not limited to COVID-19
infections.  Even more troubling is that there were many individuals who were young, many
who presented with unusual or unexpected health events, and many who were admitted

months a�er vaccination. 

One would think that a�er an association was identi�ed by a healthcare professional, our
health authorities would at least review this �nding, right?  Sadly, when Ms. Conrad reached
out to health authorities herself, she was ignored.  My �rm then sent a letter to the CDC and
FDA on July 19, 2021 on Ms. Conrad’s behalf (see letter below), yet neither agency has

responded.  Even worse, when doctors came to Ms. Conrad for assistance with �ling VAERS
report for their patients, the hospital prohibited her from �ling these reports.

That the CDC and FDA failed to respond is arguably not surprising – they have been
cheerleading this vaccine for months.  Admitting almost any harm now would be akin to
asking them to turn a gun on themselves. 
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This again highlights the importance of never permitting government coercion and
mandates when it comes to medical procedures.

Full letter to the CDC and FDA:

Letter exchange with the hospital:

In-depth interview with Ms. Conrad on the Highwire:
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https://www.sirillp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Letter-Re-First-Hand-Account-of-Covid-19-Vaccine-Injuries-and-Underreporting-to-VAERS-1.pdf
https://www.sirillp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Letter-exchange-with-Rochester-Hospital.pdf
https://thehighwire.com/videos/these-patients-deserve-to-be-heard-vaers-whistleblower/
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The real reason the liberal Marxist Democrats are afraid of ivermectin is because it eradicates
parasites. They don't want to lose their entire voter base.
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ConservativeJaz Writes ConservativeJaz’s Newsletter · Oct 17

When I saw this on Highwire Sept 16th! I was floored. I already knew this was happening, but I was
upset no one except Del gave her a platform to share her story. So many more like her. I had to
help a nurse (17 year veteran ER nurse) file a VAERS for herself bc she had never heard of it and
was shaking uncontrollably after her first Moderna jab. I already knew this was going to be an issue
prior to these jabs coming out bc I’ve been looking at VAERS for years and it disgusts me how
many children’s reactions are not reported. The annual numbers look small on VAERs but 98% of
cases do NOT get reported. Most infant’s adverse reactions happen within the first 72 hours after
injection and parents are told there is no correlation. BS! Nonsense.

This week’s Highwire episode featured 2 OSHA people, go give it a listen to. These mandates don’t
even meet their criteria! This is a very treatable virus for the and old and the only thing killing
Americans is our failing hospital protocols. The lack of honest journalism is to blame for this.
They are pharma-bought shills who aren’t interested in truth. Dr. Joseph Varon said he did over
1100 interviews and sadly, every network edit the interview when he gives full credit to IVM, HCQ,
and other therapeutics. Every network?! 1100+ interviews? That’s crazy
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